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Comparison theorems are presented for solutions to general classes of boundary 
value problems for ordinary differential equations. Upper and lower bounding 
functions jointly satisfying an extended system of inequalities imply the existence of 
a solution to the original problem which is bounded by these functions. The theory 
associates with any differential equation of order n, an extended equation of order 
2n. Variational theory also associates a linear equation, the Jacobian equation, of 
order n with every dilTerentia1 equation of order n. It transpires that these maps 
commute. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Section 1 of this paper a comparison theorem is presented for non- 
linear two-point boundary value problems of the form 
$=A(t, Y), 1 E (4 b), (1.1) 
f(5, v(a), Y(b)) = 0, (1.2) 
where y is a C’ mapping from the segment (a, 6) of the real line into R”, 
and A is a mapping from R x R” into R”, which is continuous in t and 
Lipschitz continuous in y in the following sense: 
If Ai, yi, zi denote the ith component of the vectors A, y, z, there is a 
constant K such that 
=Kly-zl. (1.3) 
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We will assume the boundary condition (1.2) can be written in the form 
Y(U) = g(L u), where u = y(b) -y(u), (1.4) 
and g is a continuous map from R” x R” into R”. 
Note that a linear boundary condition of the form 
AY(U) + PY@) = 59 (1.5) 
where A + p is an invertible matrix which without loss of generality may be 
assumed equal to the unit matrix, can be expressed in the form 
Y(U) = r - w. (1.6) 
More generally, the boundary condition (1.2) may be written 
h(5, Y(U), fJ -Y(Q)) = 0, (1.7) 
and so if f is continuously differentiable and non-singular in the sense 
8fi/8yj(u) # 0, the implicit function theorem allows y(u) to be expressed in 
the form (1.4). 
It was shown in [ 1 ] that if g is independent of u and y, j are, solutions of 
the system of differential inequalities 
(1.8) 
where 4, A are defined below, then the solution y of the initial value 
problem 
$=A(f,y), Y(U) = 5, (1.9) 
satisfies 
JGYGY on (4 b), (1.10) 
if 
y(a) <Y(U) <Y(a)* (1.11) 
A;(t,_L’,I:)=ifAi(t, 0) when Bi=yi, _Vi<0j<jj, i#j, 
(1.12) 
Ai(t, y, j) = syP Ai(fv O) when 6i=ji, y.<ej<Jj, i# j. -I 
Note, when the mapping A(t, y) is linear in y, i.e., 
Ai(tYY)= i A,(t)Yj, (1.13) 
j=l 
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then the extreme values of A will occur at the extreme values of y, and so 
where 
A=A”y+(A-Ao)+y+(A-Ao)-y, 
A=AOy+(A-AO)+y+(A-AO)-y, 
(1.14) 
A0 = diagonal(d ) 
A$ = max(AV, 0) 
A; = min(A,, 0). 
(1.15) 
The result in (1.11) is generalised to two-point boundary value problems 
(1.1 ), (1.4) in the theorem below. More general boundary conditions are 
considered in the second section. 
LEMMA. Zf h(x) is Lipschitz in the sense of (1.3), then &, X) is Lipschitz 
in 3 and X. 
Proof: Consider I&, X2) - hi(x, X,)1, and assume 
h,(x:) = &(_x, X2) > hi(x, x,). 
Then some component x$. of xj’ lies outside the range (zj, Xv). Define 
xy=xIj, and similarly if xzk * lies inside (zk, %,k) define x3,=x&. Thus x3 
lies in the range (_x,X,) and Ix: -x3/ < IX2 --X,1. But 
14x, fz)-h(x, x1)1 G Ihi(x:)-W,)l for some i 
<Klx:-x,l 
and a similar inequality holds for X. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A(t, y) is continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous 
in y, g({, v) is Lipschitz continuous in 5 and v, and there exist two continuous 
functions y, j on [a, b] and J, [E R” such that y, j are Lipschitz on [a, b], 
and satisfy the inequalities 
yq$, &I4 ~)+-ue(_5, L_vY @+GG‘FY, (1.16) 
where 
_u(t) = j-’ Ah y, 3) 4 
(I 
U(t) = j’ A(s, y, j) ds, 
n 
_v = _u(b), 6 = u(b), 
g(5,C 3 g) = infg(L 01, - - a{, CL4 fi)=suPg(tY 0) 
for 5 in the range 5<<<FandudvbG. 
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Then there is a solution y of the boundary value problem 
%=au, Y), 
Y(U) = g(L u), o=Y(b)-Y(u), 
and 
JGYGj on [a, b]. 
Proof. Construct the sequence of functions 
y, + 1 = g(& 5, P,, 6”) + PI!, YO’YY 
Y,+1=8(5,~,;_v,,v,)+u”, j0=Y; 
s I li, = Ah, y , J ) & 6, = ii,(b). 0 
Since y<y,< ... <yn<jn... 
respectively to y* aid j*, 
< j, <J, the sequences JJ,, and j, converge 
and y <y* < j* < j. Note that _ 
Y,+~(x*)-Y”+,(~*)=~,(~,)--t7,1x,) 
= jx2 A@, yn, j,) ds < j” d(s, y, y) ds 
x1 XI 
6K* Ix2-xll, 
and so the limit is Lipschitz continuous, and satisfies 
y* =g(<, 5, _v*, v*) +_u* <gg, t, -v*, v*) + ii* =j*, - - 
and hence 
(1.17) 
fg=rl(t,u.‘,B’), 
djj* 
dt = 46 y*, Y*). 
The family of solutions of 
(1.18) 
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are such that 
then u and g(<, u) are continuous functions of q, and 
y*w = g(L5, -v*, - - v*)Gg(5, u)Q({, r,_u*, v*)=?*(a). 
Since g(<, V) is a continuous mapping of the range y*, j* into itself, by 
Brouwer’s Theorem there is a fixed point for some value of q and this gives 
a solution y of the boundary value problem required by the theorem. 
This theorem can be expressed in a weaker differential inequality form. 
Suppose A(t, y) and g(<, U) satisfy the continuity conditions in Theorem 1 
and y, j are continuously differentiable on (a, b) and 
where 
b 
_V= I 
b 
A(& y, PI& fj= 
s 
A(s, y, J) ds. 
0 (I 
Then there is a solution y of the boundary value problem; 
g=A(f,Y), Y(U) = g(tJ, u), fJ =y(b) -Y(a)9 
and 
YGYGF on [a, b]. 
The question arises, is it ever possible to find such bounding functions. 
To this end we study the linear two-point boundary value problem 
$4y, 
Y(O) = 5 -AY(b) -y(a)l. 
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We wish to find functions y, j satisfying 
yd~-~++Cy(b)-~(a)l-~-[Cy(b)-y(a)l 
+jt ds[(A-AO)+y+(A-AO)- J+AOy], a (1.19) 
Y~&P+fCy(wy(41 -P-C.?(b)-.?(a)1 
+j’dsC(A-A”)+j+(A-Ao)-y+Aoj]. 
u 
If these functions exist on (a, b), then y* and j* exist satisfying (1.19) with 
equality as in (1.17). 
Let 
z =y* -_y*, &=f-(. 
Then we must have E 2 0 and z a positive solution of 
z = & + p+ [z(b) - z(u)] - p- [z(b) -z(u)] 
+ jr &[(A - AO)f - (A - AO)- + AO] z. 
0 
Thus z is required to be a positive solution of the boundary value problem 
$=([A-AOl+A”)z, 
(1.20) 
(~+I~l)z(u)-l~lz(b)=&~0, 
where 1~1 =p+ -pp. 
For the problem 
y”-ty=O, Y’(O) = 0, y(b) = m, 
we have 
i.e., 
22,(O) -z,(b) = cl 2 0, 
z, =.sZ sinh t+ Bcosh t, 
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where 
B(2-coshb)-s,sinhb=e,>O and E2 > 0. 
We need B> 0 (since z,(O) 20) and 2 -cash b 30. Consequently, for 
this example the maximum interval of existence for functions _y, jj subject to 
y<jon(O,b) sl i ess than 742 since cash -’ 2 < 71/2. The original problem is 
soluble except for b = 7c/2 + m. 
Returning to the general linear problem we note that w =y* + j* 
satisfies the boundary value problem 
w=J+[-p[w(b)-w(a)]+ j’dsAw, 
a 
so that 
U-P) w(a)+w(b)=_4 + t 
and hence 
2y*=w-z, 2y*=uj+z. 
When 5 = [ and b is not an eigenvalue of problem (1.20) with E = 0, we 
must have z = 0 and y* = y*. It is worth commenting that Theorem 1 for 
the initial value problem where g(& U) is independent of u is a 
generalisation of the comparison theorem for initial value problems given 
in [l]. 
It was shown in [2] that more general boundary conditions may have a 
differentiable imbedding leading to an equivalent two-point boundary 
value problem. This equivalent problem may be treated by the theory 
above. 
2. MORE GENERAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
General boundary conditions may be expressed in the form 
Y(a) = g(5, Y). (2.1) 
g is a map from Lx R, into R,, where L is the space of Lipschitz con- 
tinuous functions on [a, b]. g(<, JJ) is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous 
in the sense 
Ig(r,,Y,)-g(52,Y2)1 <NItI -a+ IY, -hlX 
where ly, -y,l =max,.(,,, Iv,(t)--y,(t)l, and for XE R, 1x1 =max, lx,1 
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The functions g(<, [, y, j) and g(_5, [, y, j) are defined for {, [E R, with 
5 < [ and y, j E i with y <j in natural fashion; 
g(& 5, y, V) = infdt, Y), ‘& 5; y, Y) = sup g(5, Y) 
for all 5 such that l d 5 < g and y E L such that y < y < 7. As before, these 
functions are Lipkhitz continuous in all variables, and the proof of 
Theorem 1 may be carried through with the new g, 2 functions essentially 
unchanged. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A(& y) is continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous 
in y and the functional g({, y) is Lipschitz continuous in 5 and y. Then, tfy, j 
are Lipschitz continuous on [a, b] and satisfy 
y6g(_5, Ly,Y)+_uq?(_5, 5;yLF)+~~Y~ 
where 
_u(t) = j-’ Aky, j) 4 
LI 
u(t) = j’ 43, y, 3 ds, 
a 
there is a solution y of the boundary value problem 
& z=A(t,y), Aa) =g(t, ~1, 
and 
YGYGY on [a, b]. 
This version of the comparison theorem suggests an obvious extension to 
general functional equations. Suppose E, Fare partially ordered spaces and 
g is a completely continuous map from E x F into E. 
If<, [EF, 565; andy,jEE,ydy, wemaydefine 
g(<, 4; y, .?I = infg(5, Y), ~G%~,~~Y~.%Y~E,~~F, 
and 
l?(& t&Y)=suPd5,Y), <GXt,y<y<j, YEE,,~EF. 
THEOREM. Suwosey, Y, YE& $, & tl~F,yQj, {<5; 
yQ(J, Lyawd_5, Ly,Y)<Y 
Zf the bounded convex set T = { y : y < y < j} is closed, then for any 5 such 
that 5 d 5 < [ there is a solution of the functional equation 
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and 
This is an immediate consequence of the Schauder principle: if a completely 
continuous operator g transforms a bounded convex and closed set T into 
itself, then the operator g has at least one fixed point y* on T. 
As an example of the last formulation of the comparison theory, let E 
and F be the space of functions which are Lipschitz continuous with con- 
stants K, and K,, respectively, and g(& y) be the Fredholm map; 
g(5, Y) = t(t) + Jb WC s) Y(S) & 
(I 
where li (k(t,, s)-k(t2, s)j ds<B It, - t,l for ri in (a, b). Then, ify, j, <, [ 
exist such that 
yG<y, j d L 
p<<+jb Ck+UAy+k-(t,s)jl ds 0 
<g+ J ’ [k+(t,s)j+k~(t,s)_y]ds<y, u 
where k+(t, s) is the matrix of positive components of k(t, s) with zeros 
elsewhere for each point (I, s) in R2 and k( t, s) = k + (t, s) + k- (t, s), then 
for each 4 such that &j < < < <, there is a function y such that 
_VGYGY and y=5+ b J k( t, s) y(s) ds. 0 
Functions y*, j* may also be constructed as before so that 
y*=i+ J b Ck+(t,s)y*(S)+k-(t,S)y*(s)lds, a 
j*=g+ J b [k+(t,s)j*(s)+k-(t,s)y*(s)]ds, 0 
and 
satisfies 
u=y* +y*, v =y* -y* 
J 
b 
u=_5+[+ k(t, s) 4s) 4 
0 
u=&<+ J b Ik(t,s)l v(s)ds, 
where (k(t, s)l = k+(t, s) - k-(t, s). 
u 
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3. VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS AND EXTENDED SYSTEMS 
Theorems 1 and 2 associate with the differential equation 
an extended system 
dy 
;i;=‘mYl 
If 9, denotes the set of ordinary differential equations with n dependent 
variables, this association defines a map E from Yn to a subset in Y;,,. The 
variational equation 
dp ';it=B~> 
aAi 
Bo'y, 
for infinitesimal variations y +p of the solution y of Eq. (3.1) gives rise to a 
map V, from 9, into a subset of linear equations in 9”. 
If y is a solution of (3.1), then y = y = y is a solution of the extended 
system. It transpires that the variational equations associated with this 
solution of (3.2) are identical to the extension of equation (3.3). In this 
sense, the map E and V, commute. 
The extension of equation (3.3) is 
$=[(B-BO)++BO]~+(B-P~~ 
(3.4) 
$=[(B-B~)++BO]~+(ZI-P-~. 
On the other hand, if we denote the infinitesimal variation of the solution 
(y, y) of Eq. (3.2) by y + CJ y + 4, 9 and 4 satisfy the equations 
where 
= a sup Ai(B, , . . . . Ji, . . . . fl,), ajj e _U,GeG.Pj 
=max 
( > 
0 t& 
' aYj 
if i#j 
(3.5) 
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since the left-hand side is zero unless jj = Oj( j # i) and the corresponding 
Jacobian element is positive. Thus 
- 
+“+(B-Bo)+ (3.6) 
and similarly 
with corresponding expressions for a.4/$ and aA/@. 
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